
Title 

Assessing in situ cereal root biomass and traits in response to intercropping with legume. 

 

Background 

In a severe context of climate change and resource depletion (Reijnders 2014), improving yield stability for food 
security while reducing environmental impact are requested for sustainability. More specifically, there is a need 
to increase crops P uptake efficiency without further increasing P inputs, i.e. a better exploitation of soil 
resources in agroecosystems (Hinsinger et al. 2011). Breeding aims at improving a plant species by selecting 
specific traits and has been used to attempt to increase P uptake efficiency (Sanginga et al. 2000; Balyan et al. 
2016; van de Wiel et al. 2016), with failures when applied to the reality of the field (Rose et al. 2013). Indeed, 
the expression of desired phenotypes of such selected genotypes can be hindered by P limitation (van der Bom 
et al. 2023). In other words, specialized genotypes for resource acquisition can be inefficient under complex 
environments (van der Bom et al. 2020). Promoting better utilization of the resources can be achieved with 
intercropping different genotypes (Hinsinger et al. 2011; Aziz et al. 2015). However, we lack information on how 
contrasting genotypes would respond to intercropping; root plasticity could impact root system architecture 
with avoidance strategies to strengthen root spatial complementarity or by contrast could rather enhance root 
intermingling aiming at increasing interspecific facilitation. 

 

Project 

The objective is to compare the in situ response in root biomass and traits of 2 barley cultivars selected for their 
contrasting root system (e.g., deep and shallow) to intercropping with faba bean. 

To do so, we will conduct a field experiment in legume-deep rooted barley and legume-shallow rooted barley 
intercropping and their monostands. We will relate aerial yield and P uptake to horizontal and vertical variations 
of root distribution and traits up to 1m depth. 

 

Tasks 

The student will take part to this project, including field experiment, sampling campaigns, sample processing 
and data analysis. 

We are looking for a student in a closely related field to plant and soil science, agronomy or biology and have 
interest in crop ecology and soil science. The successful candidate is highly motivated, shows autonomy, fluent 
in English. 

 

Our research group 

The student will be anchored in the Belowground Crop Ecology group, in the Crop Science section, within the 
Department of Plant and Environmental Sciences, Faculty of SCIENCE, University of Copenhagen. We are located 
at the KU Taastrup campus (2630, Denmark). Our research group focuses on interactions belowground between 
roots and the surrounding environment, contributing to the development of resilient cropping system with 
efficient resource use.  

 

The internship can start in March 2024 for a duration of 6 months or less (flexible). 

Please send your cover letter and CV to Lorène Siegwart - ls@plen.ku.dk before 30/11/2023.  

mailto:ls@plen.ku.dk
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